
Batteries 
Not Required 

PickPoint® Will Call System is the industry’s first and 
best LED light-guided will call system.

PickPoint® Will Call System fits any size pharmacy, resulting in 
increased accuracy and efficiency, improved inventory management, 
reduced return-to-stock, and a cleaner appearance. It is easy to 
integrate and our customers love it’s many advantages. Just listen 
to what one very satisified Director of Pharmacy had to say...

ADVANTAGES OF 
PICKPOINT® 

WILL CALL SYSTEM

No expensive 
replacement batteries 
required.

No lost connections due 
to dead batteries.

No down time or 
additional labor costs 
due to periodic battery 
replacements.

The PickPoint®  patented 
power rail keeps every 
device ready with no 
maintenance required. 
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Isn’t it time to put our state-of-the-art solution to work for your 
staff and customers? Let PickPoint® transform your pharmacy will 
call systems. Contact your PickPoint® representative today for a 
free, no-obligation consultation.

®

Will Call System
Will Call at the Speed of Light™

"The implementation of our new PickPoint® Will Call System could 
not have been easier! The PickPoint® team was very professional.  
They worked around our schedule and staff, and they made us very 
comfortable with the system.  
 
Regarding the system itself, having had experience with a 
competitive will call system, I am very pleased to say that 
PickPoint’s Will Call System has many benefits over our 
previous solution.
 
First, the software is much more robust and very easy to use. 
Second, our previous will call solution bags were powered by 
batteries. This ended up being very costly as each battery cost us 
over $3, and each bag required 2 of them. Routinely replacing the 
batteries was time consuming and difficult, and we had to replace 
them every couple of months. We love the convenience of the 
PickPoint® powered rails. We never have to worry about the 
cost, hassle, and inconvenience of will call batteries ever again.”
 

Sabrina Allen
Sr. Director of Pharmacy Services
Family Medicine Health Center Pharmacy


